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 1 Overview 

Live Guide customer data can be pulled and presented in different output formats from Reporting > 
Customer data > Calls and from Reporting > Customer data > Forms. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Calls report is useful for providing an overview of all logged customer data. The Forms report 
shows data which has been collected through forms pushed to customers. 

The reports can be limited to cover only a specified date interval and can also be filtered on operator, 
category, campaign and department. The data can be exported for further processing and sent as an 
email attachment. 

However, creating reports does require that the user has access to the Live Guide Administration. 

If the user who needs the data, for example to import into a company CRM system, does not have 
access to Live Guide Administration data can also be pulled using a specific URL and a number of 
parameters to filter the required data. 

The data export format is XML. 

The sections below describe the command and the parameters. 

 

NOTE:  Data export in not available in Netop Live Guide Basic edition. 
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 2 Exporting data from Live Guide 

To export customer data to an XML file you must type a report command followed by parameters that 
specify the data you want to export.  

The parameters are the same as the ones you select from drop-down lists when generating the report 
from the user interface: 

 

To ensure that only authorized users pull reports, one of the parameters must be an access token 
which is available from Live Guide Administration only (Settings > Security > Access token). 

2.1 Syntax 

https://<server>/lg/export/pull.php?token=<access 

token>&module=<module>&startDate=<start date>&endDate=<end 

date>{&<name>=<value>} 

2.1.1 Example 

https://liveguide01eu.netop.com/lg/export/pull.php?token=111111111111111111

11111111111111&module=calls&startDate=2012-02-

01T00:00:00%2B02:00&endDate=2012-03-01T00:00:00%2B02:00 

The above example has the report name, the secure token (in red, color codes added for clarity), the 
module (in orange), a start date and time (in green) and an end date (in blue).  

The example will export calls data between February 1, 2012 and March 1, 2012. The data will be 
available in a zip file (file name includes the current date) which can be opened or saved, for example: 

 

2.2 Parameters 

The four parameters in the example are the only mandatory ones; a number of optional parameters 
are available, as symbolized by the “{&<name>=<value>}” in the syntax.  

Below is a complete list of parameters, the mandatory ones listed first and then the optional ones: 

Name Description 

Mandatory parameters 

token The token is a string of 32 characters which is randomly generated. 

The token is used to authenticate any user who wants to export 
statistics or customer data without accessing Live Guide 
Administration. 
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Name Description 

The token must be generated from Live Guide Administration from 
Settings > Security > Access token. 

Important  In combination with the report URL the token provides 
access to customer data and should be shared only 
with users authorized to view such data. 

 

module This parameter can be “calls” or “forms”. 

The parameter defines the type of data to export and refers to 
Reporting > Customer data > Calls or to Reporting > Customer 
data > Forms. 

Examples:  

module=calls 

module=forms 

startDate The start date and time for the data export. 

The format must:  

 Be UTC1-based 

 Use hyphen (-) as date delimited 

 Use uppercase letter T (T) as separator between date and time 

 Use colon (:) as time zone delimiter  

 Use percentage followed by uppercase letter B (%B) to indicate 
plus in time zone and minus (-) to indicate minus 

 

Examples: 

startDate=2011-11-27T08:15:30%B02:00 

Which means November 27, 2011 at 8:15:30 GMT+2 

 

startDate=2011-11-27T08:15:30-02:00 

Which means November 27, 2011 at 8:15:30 GMT-2 

endDate The end date and time for the data export. 

The format requirements are the same as for startDate 

 

Optional parameters 

id The ID uniquely identifies a single call log or a single form log. 

                                                

 

 

 

 

1 Coordinated Universal Time 
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Name Description 

Only one ID can be given as parameter for each data export. 

Call log ID is used in the calls report and form log ID is used in the 
forms report. 

The ID is available from Live Guide Administration:  

Reporting > Customer data > Calls, column heading ID, and 

Reporting > Customer data > Forms, column heading ID 

Example:  

id=L104431 

id=F99031 

cID The ID of a customer. 

The customer ID is available from Live Guide Administration:  

Reporting > Customer data > Calls, column heading Customer, as 
well as 

Reporting > Customer data > Forms, column heading Customer. 

Example:  

cID=C8 

operator The ID of an operator. 

The operator ID is available from Live Guide Administration from Setup 
> Operators, column heading Id. 

Example:  

operator=50091 

forms The ID of a form. 

Note  This parameter is relevant for the forms report only and will 
be ignored if given for a calls report. 

 

The form ID is available from Live Guide Administration from Settings 
> Forms editor, column heading Id. 

Example: 

forms=10481 

category The ID of a category. 

The category ID is available from Live Guide Administration from Tools 
> Category, select the desired category and rest the pointer on the 
name to display the ID. 

 

Example:  

category=41 
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Name Description 

campaign The ID of a campaign. 

The campaign ID is available from Live Guide Administration from 
Setup > Campaigns, column heading Id. 

Example:  

campaign=47661 

department The ID of a department. 

The department ID is available from Live Guide Administration from 
Setup > Departments, column heading Id. 

Example:  

department=48061 

zipped This parameter can be “true” or “false” and indicated whether the output 
XML file is compressed or not. 

If the parameter is not in the list of parameters, the output will be 
automatically zipped. 

The parameter is not related to any feature in Live Guide 
Administration. 

Examples:  

zipped=false 

zipped=true 

pageNo The number of the page to be displayed.  

perPage The number of results displayed on a page. For calls report this 
parameter can have the following values: 25, 50 or 100, while for forms 
it can have the values: 15, 25 or 50. 

Default parameter values: 

 For calls report: 50 

 For forms: 25 

Examples: 

perPage=25 (for calls) 

perPage=50 (for forms) 

 

2.3 Syntax notes  

 Parameters can be given in any sequence.  

 There must be NO spaces in the list of parameters. 

 Parameters must be separated by an ampersand (&). 

 Only one of each parameter type can be specified for any given report. 

For example, only one operator ID (&operator=50091), only one campaign ID (&campaign=47661) 
or only one department (&department=48061). 
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 If more parameters of the same type are specified, only the last one is used. 

2.4 Parameters specific to Live Guide Export API 

The logs you get using the Live Guide Export API have the following specific parameters: 

Name Description 

queueAbandonmentTime The number of seconds a customer has been waiting to be 
picked up by an operator until he left the queue. 

endTime The date and time a call was ended regardless the call state 
(the customer was waiting in the queue or was engaged in a 
chat). 
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 3 Examples with different parameters: calls 

Below are a few example of the report command with parameters to pull chat logs; the examples 
correspond to data you can pull from Reporting > Customer data > Calls using various filters in the 
Administration. 

A specific chat log: 

https://liveguide01eu.netop.com/lg/export/pull.php?token=111111111111111111

11111111111111&module=calls&startDate=2012-02-

01T00:00:00%2B02:00&endDate=2012-03-01T00:00:00%2B02:00&id=L3311581 

 

Chat logs for a specific operator: 

https://liveguide01eu.netop.com/lg/export/pull.php?token=111111111111111111

11111111111111&module=calls&startDate=2012-02-

01T00:00:00%2B02:00&endDate=2012-03-01T00:00:00%2B02:00&operator=50091 

 

Chat logs for a specific campaign: 

https://liveguide01eu.netop.com/lg/export/pull.php?token=111111111111111111

11111111111111&module=calls&startDate=2012-02-

01T00:00:00%2B02:00&endDate=2012-03-01T00:00:00%2B02:00&campaign=47661 

Chat logs for a specific operator and in a specific campaign: 

https://liveguide01eu.netop.com/lg/export/pull.php?token=111111111111111111

11111111111111&module=calls&startDate=2012-02-

01T00:00:00%2B02:00&endDate=2012-03-

01T00:00:00%2B02:00&operator=50091&campaign=47661 
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 4 Examples with different parameters: forms 

Below are a few example of the report command with parameters to pull chat logs; the examples 
correspond to data you can pull from Reporting > Customer data > Forms using various filters in the 
Administration. 

 

Forms data for a specific time interval: 

https://liveguide01eu.netop.com/lg/export/pull.php?token=111111111111111111

11111111111111&module=forms&startDate=2012-02-

01T00:00:00%2B02:00&endDate=2012-03-01T00:00:00%2B02:00&module=forms 

 

Forms data for a specific form: 

https://liveguide01eu.netop.com/lg/export/pull.php?token=111111111111111111

11111111111111&module=forms&startDate=2012-02-

01T00:00:00%2B02:00&endDate=2012-03-

01T00:00:00%2B02:00&module=forms&forms=10481 

 

Forms data for a specific form with the result unzipped: 

https://liveguide01eu.netop.com/lg/export/pull.php?token=111111111111111111

11111111111111&module=forms&startDate=2012-02-

01T00:00:00%2B02:00&endDate=2012-03-

01T00:00:00%2B02:00&module=forms&forms=10481&zipped=false 

 

Forms data for a specific form and a specific customer with the result unzipped: 

https://liveguide01eu.netop.com/lg/export/pull.php?token=111111111111111111

11111111111111&module=forms&startDate=2012-02-

01T00:00:00%2B02:00&endDate=2012-03-

01T00:00:00%2B02:00&module=forms&forms=10481cID=C16&zipped=false 

 

Forms data for a specific department and a specific campaign: 

https://liveguide01eu.netop.com/lg/export/pull.php?token=111111111111111111

11111111111111&module=forms&startDate=2012-02-

12T15:19:21%2B01:00&endDate=2012-03-

12T17:41:29%2B01:00&module=forms&department=14101&campaign=13791 
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 5 Best practices for storing Live Guide data in your own 
environment using the API 

If you use Netop Live Guide and you want to have all the customer data or the form results 
stored in your own environment you can use this API to retrieve the data.  

Of course you are seeking for a way to this with as less effort as possible but with the assurance 
to have your complete data without any duplicates. This section provides some best practices for 
using Customer Data API and forms API. 

If you want to continuously retrieve the data we recommend you to have a specific time interval 
and a specific number of entries per page. 

5.1 Establish a time interval 

In order to get all the entries from forms or from the Customer Data it is important to establish a 
period of time in which you want to retrieve the data. This could be a day, a week, a month or 
any period suitable for you.  

The time interval depends on the volume you expect to have. We recommend you to start with a 
period of one week and after monitoring the entries you can adapt the period to your needs. 

It is important that you take the period you want to monitor and always inquire one interval after 
another without any gaps. Therefore, if you want to retrieve data daily, set the period from the 
same time of one day to the same time of the next day. If you will run the query every day you 
will retrieve all Live Guide data and you will be able to put it into your own database. This applies 
for any other time period. 

5.2 Set the number of entries 

Once you established the time interval to retrieve Live Guide data, set the number of entries 
displayed by page by adding the perPage parameter. If you expect to retrieve many entries, set 
the perPage parameter to the highest possible that is 100 for the Customer Data and 50 for the 
forms. If you run the first inquiry you can find the total number of entries between the 
<total></total> tags: 
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 If the total number of entries is smaller than the perPage value, this means that you have all the 
entries you want to retrieve in the report. 

If the total number of entries is higher than the perPage value, in order to find out how many 
pages you have in the report and how many queries you have to run, divide the number of 
entries by the value of perPage and round up the result.  

For example:  

173 total number of entries 

100 entries per page 

Number of pages=173/100=1.73 rounded up to 2 (2 pages) 

In this example we have already run the first query. We will run the second query by adding the 
pageNo 2 (&pageNo=2) to our existing query. 
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 6 Restrictions on the data pulled in each report 

The following restrictions apply in regards to the data retrieved by a report each time it is run: 

Calls report There must be an interval of 15 seconds between each run of the report; 
if you try to run a second report within 15 seconds of running the first 
report, the second report command will be ignored. 

Forms report There must be an interval of 15 seconds between each run of the report; 
if you try to run a second report within 15 seconds of running the first 
report, the second report command will be ignored. 
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 7 Error messages 

Below is a complete list of error messages that may occur together with an explanation for each one: 

Error Description 

Invalid module Occurs if the "module" parameter is not present in the url or if its 
value is not equal to "calls" or "forms". 

Invalid token Occurs if the "token" parameter is not present in the url or if it does 
not match a valid token defined in the administration. 

Requests limit 
reached 

Occurs if the request is being made inside the interval that needs 
to pass between two consecutive requests. 

Data not available This error message appears in one of this cases: 

 The account is inactive. 

 The account start date is later than the current date. 

 The account has expired. 

 The account is being transfered from trial to production. 

 The account does not have this feature available (may occur 
for forms requests). 

 The account version does not support this feature. 

Invalid start date The "startDate" parameter is not correctly set or it is not present. 

Invalid end date The "endDate" parameter is not correctly set or it is not present. 

Could not generate 
the zip file 

Occurs when there was an error when trying to create the zip file. 
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 8 XML schemata links 

The report XML schemata are available here:  

http://liveguide01eu.netop.com/lg/libs/XML-Schemes/Form_Results.xsd 

http://liveguide01eu.netop.com/lg/libs/XML-Schemes/Calls.xsd. 

 

http://liveguide01eu.netop.com/lg/libs/XML-Schemes/Form_Results.xsd
http://liveguide01eu.netop.com/lg/libs/XML-Schemes/Calls.xsd

